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Abstract 

 
For H.264/SVC, different layers or frames have different order of precedence according to 

their importance on video quality and the decoding process. Network should provide more 
protection for high priority layers or frames when SVC stream is transmitted over IP network. 
This paper proposes an active queue management algorithm based on priority dropping and 
PID algorithm, called PID_PD, which first drops the least important packets when network 
congestion arises. PID_PD implements differentiated service in IP layer to provide high 
quality video for end user. In addition, PID_PD does not create a side effect for the 
performance of control system. In this paper, we use BCC (Binomial Congestion Control) as 
source rate control protocol. BCC and PID_PD form a close-loop control system. By using a 
classic control theoretic approach to analyze the stability of the close-loop system, we present 
a method to decide the PID_PD parameters. Simulation shows PID_PD can protect 
important video data well, lower the disturbance of background flow, and decrease the packet 
loss rate of SVC flow. 
 
1. Introduction 

Scalable H.264 Coding (SVC) [8] [9] is a new ongoing video coding standard, which 
is proposed by the Joint Video Team (JVT) of the International Telecommunication 
Union -- Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) and the Moving Picture 
Experts Group (MPEG). SVC is an extension and amendment of the latest advanced 
video coding (H.264/AVC) [10]. It uses layered coding schema to generate multi-layer 
bitstream for heterogeneous networks and terminal devices. A SVC bitstream is 
composed of one base layer (BL) and several enhancement layers (EL). Base layer 
provides a minimum level of quality while the enhancement layers are mainly used to 
refine the video quality. SVC offers three most important scalabilities: spatial 
scalability, temporal scalability and SNR scalability. 

SVC is very appropriate for real-time transmission of video data in heterogeneous 
network environments. The different layers of one SVC bitstream can be transmitted via 
different channels, e.g., wireless channel may only transmit base layer data while wire 
channel can transmit all layers data.  Different terminal devices can choose to receive 
partial bitstream, e.g., mobile devices can only receive base layer data, and HDTV can 
receive all bitstream. 
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For network applications based on SVC, congestion control is a crucial issue. 
Congestion control includes the rate control algorithm in the end hosts and the queue 
management in the router nodes. 

The basic idea behind an AQM (active queue management) algorithm is to sense the 
congestion level within the network and inform the packet source about this so that they 
reduce their sending rate. As an effective supplement to end-to-end congestion control 
mechanism, active queue management aims to keep high link utilization while 
maintaining low queue delay, eliminating the prejudice against the burst traffic, 
avoiding the unnecessary packet dropping. So far, many AQM algorithms have been 
proposed, such as RED [4], PI [2], PID [6], etc. 

In scalable bit stream, different layers have different order of precedence, which depend on 
their importance on video quality and the decoding process. Basic layer is the most important 
because it contains the most basic video information. The information of the layer l  is a 
supplement for the information of its adjacent lower 1l   layers.  The decoding of layer l  
depends on the information of the previous 1l   layers. The importance of every layer can be 
ordered descendent by basic layer, enhancement layer one, enhancement layer two,  and 
the last enhancement layer. We suppose I  is the importance index, ( 0,1, )il i    is the layer 

number, and then the importance is expressed as follows. 

0 1 2( ) ( ) ( )I l I l I l    

Furthermore, different frames have different importance, which determined by their 
contribution to the quality of the reconstructed video. I (Intra) frames and P (Predictive) 
are more important than B (Bi-directional predictive) frames and FGS frames, because I 
frames and P frames maybe are used as the reference frames of other frames. If I frames 
and P frames are loss, some frames which depend on them as reference cannot be 
decoded truly. Other frames such as B frames and FGS frames usually are not used as 
the reference frames, they do not affect on the other frames even if they are loss， and 
the errors introduced by their loss do not propagate furthermore. 

For ensuring the quality of decoding video, the high important layers or frames 
should be provided more protection in IP network. That is, they should be given a 
special precedence. 

This paper presents a new AQM algorithm PID_PD based on priority dropping and 
PID algorithm.  It drops the lower priority packets once network congestion arises. 
Experiment shows that PID_PD can protect high priority data, lower the disturbance of 
background flows while it does not affect the performance of the control system. In 
addition, PID_PD implements the differentiated service, and guarantees the video 
quality. We use BCC as the source control algorithm. BCC and PID_PD forms a close-
loop control system. We tune PID parameters by analyzing the stability of the close-
loop system of BCC/PID. 

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review related 
research on active queue management. We then introduce PID control algorithm in 
section 3. In section 4, we propose priority dropping PID mechanism, called PID_PD. 
In section 5, we present a differential equation model for Binomial Congestion Control 
protocol for tuning the PID parameters. In section 6, we discuss the method to decide 
PID control parameters by analyzing the stability of close-loop system of BCC/PID. We 
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then use NS2 to simulation network topology and verify the PID_PD algorithm in 
section 7. Finally, we draw a conclusion. 
 
2. Related work 

In this section, we will review some AQM algorithms. 

S.Floyd et al. proposed the first AQM algorithm, RED (random early detect). It 
adopts the preemptive dropping or marking to prevent congestion by using probability 
judgment mechanism. The main fault of RED is that the response time is too long 
because it smoothes the queue length by using a low pass filter, which increases the 
delay time of control system, and bring in instability and the low frequent oscillation of 
congestion window. 

Network congestion control system including AQM is considered as a close loop 
feedback control system from the control-theoretic point of view. The control target is 
queue length, and the control quantity is dropping probability of router. So many 
congestion controllers are built by using the method of control theory. 

Hollot et al. [2] used a control theoretic approach to analyze the RED algorithm, and 
proposed PI (proportional integral) algorithm. PI controller eliminates the steady-state 
error, and has smaller queue length oscillation than RED. But the transient performance 
of the PI controller is not perfect. 

Fan YF et al. presented a PID algorithm [6], which makes the instantaneous 
performance of system obviously superior to that of PI algorithm. In addition, compared 
to RED and DropTail, PID can keep faster response speed, smaller queue length 
oscillation and higher link utilization. 
 
3. PID control 

PID is a type of traditional powerful controller, which is composed of proportion, 
integral and derivative controller. It computes a control action based on the input state 
and feedback gain multipliers that control stability, error and response. The 
Proportional-Integral design avoids the steady-state error, but slows down the 
responsiveness by almost one degree of magnitude. A derivative part helps to reduce 
the overshoot and the settling time. The network feedback control based on PID is as 
Figure 1. 

Where 0q  is expected queue length, q  is instantaneous queue length. 0e q q   is 
error signal, which is the input of PID controller. p  is packet loss rate at some time, 
which is the output of the PID controller. Router queue is the plant of PID, and the rate 
control algorithm of source is the executer of system. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. PID feedback control system 
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In the system, PID computes the dropping rate p  of every arriving packet according 
to the variance of router queue length. The dropping rate will be detected by the source 
after a link delay time. The source judges the congestion state according to p  and 
adjusts its sending rate, so the length of the router is controlled. 

The input ( )e t  and the output ( )p t  satisfy the following relation. 
 
 
 
Where iT  is integral-time constant, dT  is derivative-time constant. pK  is proportion 

coefficient, /i p iK K T  is called as integral  coefficient, d p dK K T  is called as 

derivative coefficient. 
Let t kT , replace integral by sum, replace derivative by increment, we get discrete 

PID expression. 

0

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))
k

p i d
j

p kT k e kT K e jT k e kT e kT T


      

We have the probability dropping formula by getting increment both sides from 
above expression. 

0( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( ( )) ( ( ) ( 2 ) 2 ( )) ( )p i dp kT k q kT q kT T k q q kT k q kT q kT T q kT T p kT T           

 
Furthermore, we can write the pseudo code as follows. 

* ( _ ) * ( _ _ ) *( _ _ ) _p a q q obj b q obj q pre c q q pre pre p pre        

Where _q obj  is the expected queue length, q is current queue length, _q pre  is the 

previous queue length, _ _q pre pre  is previous two queue length, _p pre  is previous 

dropping rate. a , b and c  are constants. 
Because the probability p always is between 0 and 1, we define p  as follows. 

0 0

0 1

1 1

p

p p p

p



  








                                                                      (1) 

4. Priority dropping 

We will present a new active queue management schema PID_PD based on priority 
dropping PID in this section. 

Suppose SVC has m  layers, every layer has n  priority ranks, and then we can 
define the following priority matrix to express the SVC priority. 

 

 

 

The matrix satisfies the following relation. 

, 1ij i jp p   

1,ij i jp p   

The minimal priority of l  layer is: 

1 ( )
( ) [ ( ) ( ) ]p d

i

de t
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min ,1( ) lp l p  

The maximal priority of l  layer is: 

max ,( ) l np l p  

If the priority number increments by step h  in intra-layer, and by step w  in inter-
layer, then, 

, 11 11( , , , , ) *( 1) *( 1)i jp f p i j h w p h j w i                             (2) 

The implementation procedure of priority dropping is as follows. We firstly define 
packet priority number according to (2) when video data is packetized in application 
layer, writing the priority number to the priority filed of the packet. For other 
background flows, we set their priority number to be zero. The router maintenances a 
packet queue. We then update the queue when packets enter queue or depart queue. For 
a new arriving packet, firstly we calculate its dropping probability according to (1). 
When the current packet is determined to drop, then we look for the packet whose 
priority number is less than the current packet in the queue, if finding the lower priority 
packet, we drop the low priority packet, and the current packet enters the queue. 
Otherwise, the current packet is dropped.  The process is expressed as follows by using 
pseudo code. 
 
5. Source rate control 

In this section, we will discuss the source control algorithm and its dynamics model. 

BCC [13] is the rate control protocol suitable for streaming video application. The 
sender increases congestion window when it receives a normal feedback, and decreases 
window when it detect the packet loss. BCC uses four parameters k , l ,  ,   to 
describe the algorithm as follows. 
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where I  refers to the increase in window, D refers to the decrease in window, R is 
the round-trip time (RTT), tW  is the window size. 

Misra et al. [14] proposed a fluid-flow model to describe the dynamic behavior of 
TCP protocol by using stochastic differential equation analysis. We use the similar way 
to give a dynamic model of BCC. 

Let ( )X t  is a random variable, which indicates the number of the acknowledgements 

of packets loss in time interval ( , )t t RTT . Suppose ( ) 1X t  , the dynamic behavior of 
BCC protocol can be described as follows. 

 

 

Rearranging, we have, 

 
 
Let ( )N t  is a Poisson Process whose average rate is ( )t , then ( ) ( )dN t t dt . We 

approximate ( )X t  by that of ( ) ( )N t R N t  , then 

( ) ( ) ( )( ( ) ( ))l

k k
W t R W t R W N t R N t

R W W

 
      


 

 
From the above expression, we have the following differential equation, 

( ) ( )l

k k

dW
W t

dt R W W

 
   


 

( )t can be approximated by the product of the probability of packet drop/mark and 

the sending rate, that is, ( ) ( ) ( ) / ( )t p t R W t R R t R      . So we get 

1
( ) ( ( )) ( ( ))

( ) ( ( ))
l

k k

dW
W W t R t p t R t

dt R t W R t R t W

 
    

 
               (3) 

Where  p is the probability of packet drop/mark. 
The active queue management in the router is modeled as follows [15]. 

( )
( )

( )

dq W t
N t C

dt R t
                                                                       (4) 

Where q is the queue length, ( )N t is the load factor (number of TCP sessions), C is 
the link capacity. 
 
6. Tuning PID parameters 

There are three control parameters in PID control to decide. We will present a 
method to tune them by classic control theoretic approach. 

Linearizing (3) and (4) in stable point 0 0 0( , , )W q p  by the same method as that in [14], 
we obtain, 

1 2 ( )W g W g p t R                                                 (5) 

 

( ) ( ( ) )(1 ( )) ( ( ) ) ( )l

k
W t R W t X t W t W X t

W


     

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )l

k k
W t R W t W X t

W W

 
    

0 0

1N
q W q
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                                                                                                                                  (6) 
 
where 0W W W   ， 0p p p   ， 0q q q    and 
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         Performing a Laplace transform for (5) and (6), we can obtain ( )BCCP s , the transfer function 
form p  to W , and ( )queueP s , the transfer function form W  to q  as follows. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Suppose the AQM is PID, the feedback close-loop system block diagram is shown in 
Fig. 2. 

q
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Figure 2. PID feedback system block diagram 
 
Where PIDC  is the transfer function of PID， 
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pk , Ik , Dk  are the control parameters. 

The system open-loop transfer function is as follows. 
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We can get the control parameters by using classis control theory to analysis the 
stability of the system. The procedure is quite complex, and we will discuss the 
question in another paper. 
 
7. Experiment 
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We will use JSVM4-11 [11] and NS2 [12] to build the experiment in this section. 
JSVM is H.264/SVC reference software, which is used to create SVC bitstream. NS2 is 
used to build the network simulation environment. BCC algorithm is used as end rate 
control algorithm. The router queue management algorithm is PID_PD. 
 
7.1. Simulation model 

The simulation model is shown in Figure 3. s1 is SVC source. s2,…,sn (n=120) are 
ftp background flows, d1 receives s1 flow, d2,…,dn are the corresponding ftp flows 
sinks. The link between router R1 and R2 is bottleneck link. The bandwidth of 
bottleneck link is 5M, the other link bandwidth is 10M. The delay of all links is a 
random number between 5ms and 10ms. The length of the max queue is 200 packets, 
and the expected queue length is 100 packets. The parameters of PID controller are set 
by using the similar method as [2]. The sampled frequency is 160HZ, a =0.000014, b =-
0.00002228, and c =0.000008729. 

The H.264/SVC bitstream in the experiment includes two spatial layers, 4800 frames. 
The first layer (80x44) and the second layer (176x144) have the same frame rate, 30fps. 
Gop size of the bitstream is 16. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Simulation Mode 
 
7.2. Simulation results 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4.  BL+EL PSNR using PID                 Figure 5. BL+EL PSNR using PID_PD 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                
 

Figure 6.  BL bitstream PSNR using PID              Figure 7.  BL PSNR using PID_PD 
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The simulation results are shown in this part. We only draw the first 300 frames in 
Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure7. 

Figure 4 shows the PSNR of the whole bitstream (BL+EL) by using PID, and Figure 
5 shows the PSNR of   the whole bitstream by using PID_PD. Figure 6 and Figure 7 
show the PSNR of the base layer (BL) by using PID and PID_PD respectively. 

It can be seen from the experiment results, the packet loss rate of base layer (BL) and 
the whole bitstream (BL+EL) are obviously cut down by using PID_PD schema. The 
reason is that packet loss is moved to higher layer or background flows. The video 
quality of decoding sequence is improved obviously. 

Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the queue length of bottleneck link by using PID and 
PID_PD respectively. 

The results indicate PID_PD has the almost same control result for queue length as 
PID. 

In addition, our experiments also indicate that PID_PD does not introduce a side 
effect. BCC performance has not degradation, which is TCP friendly. The link 
utilization rate, total packet loss rate and queue length of the bottleneck link keep the 
almost same results as PID. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                        
 

Figure 8.  Queue length using PID         Figure 9. Queue length using PID_PD 
 

8. Conclusion 

H.264/SVC is new video standard that extends H.264/AVC. It supports video layered 
coding and transmission. For the application based on H.264/SVC, congestion control 
takes a critical role. 

This paper proposes a new priority dropping active queue management algorithm 
PID_PD, which is designed based on PID mechanism, provides differentiated service 
for the different layers or frames according to their weightiness. The binomial 
congestion control algorithm is used in end hosts. We tune the PID parameters by using 
a classic control theoretic approach to analyzing the stability of the close-loop system 
of BCC/PID.  Result shows the schema can prevent the high priority layer or frame 
from dropping, and provides high video quality to the end users. 
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